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Abstract. A clear understanding of how the pilot processes the infor-
mation in the cockpit while carrying out particular tasks is crucial for
developing the Human-Machine Interface and inceptors that help reduce
pilot workload. Eye-tracking data synchronised with aircraft dynamics
data is used here to study the high-workload scenario of executing an
offset landing in an engineering flight simulator. The study focused on
identifying differences in behavioural patterns between line pilots and
test pilots. Evidence for significant differences were found regarding the
ability to multitask and monitor aircraft states. The research output will
lead to reduction of the pilot’s workload and, in further study, proposi-
tion of a new display setups and inceptors.
The final authenticated version is available online at https://doi.org/10.1007/978-
3-030-49183-3 24.
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1 Introduction

The design of human machine interface in general and even more so in aerospace
requires an in-depth understanding of the way a pilot utilises the information
provided to him/her. Consequently, human behaviour has significant implica-
tions on aspects ranging from the design of individual displays and inceptors all
the way to the design of flight control systems. Numerous studies exist that focus
on developing an understanding of pilot’s control behaviour, some of which are
limited to purely mathematical representation of control action [12] while others
focus on psychological aspects [5]. In [1], the author investigated the workload
on an air traffic controller from the use of weather display using an eye tracker
and concluded that the eye movement tracker can give a good measure of a
controller workload when he was subjected to have a frequent visit of a weather
display. The effect of anxiety on a pilot performance during an aircraft landing
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has been studied in [2] where they showed, using simulated landings, that the
pilot anxiety increased when encountered with difficult situation, such as land-
ing under stressful situation. Cognitive workload of an air traffic controller has
been investigated in [3] using Functional Near-Infrared spectroscopy with the
findings that accuracy and speed of a pilot decreased and blood oxygenation
increased with the increase in task difficulty. Eye tracking has been also used in
studying different aspects of human-machine interaction [15, 14]. In this paper,
the authors attempt to address some of the limitations found in mathematical
models of the human pilot by using eye tracking data to provide insight into the
way the pilot uses the available information. Although numerous studies have
been carried out using eye-tracking for various purposes in aviation, for example
recognising scan patterns of a remote air traffic control by a single controller [10],
flight deck design [11], augmented reality (AR) in Primary Flight Display (PFD)
[9], air traffic controller’s situation awareness [7] and understanding human be-
haviour during aircraft-pilot coupling events [8], there has been limited transfer
of this knowledge into the mathematical formulation of pilot behaviour. In this
study the authors synchronise temporal and spatial eye-tracking data with air-
craft data to study scenarios where the pilot is given an urgent safety critical
task. The insight from this study, where pilot’s attention allocation is quantified
and correlated with aircraft data, enables the reconsideration of critical cockpit
information for specific tasks. The overall research aim is to first understand
the control behaviour and information needs of the pilot, and in doing so re-
duce his/her workload by proposing new display setups and inceptors. The work
discussed in this paper focuses on the pilot’s visual cues (situation awareness)
which consists of the eye-tracker data analysis and its correlation with the air-
craft data. This will help understanding and defining the whole process of the
pilot’s decision making within the pilot-aircraft control loop. The diagram of the
control system is shown in Figure 1. This is a part of the pilot-vehicle-system
under manual control which is presented in more detail in [12]. The visual pilot
cues that affect his/her decision making are directly influenced by pilot looking
either on a PFD or outside the aircraft’s window.

2 Task & Method

2.1 Experimental setup

Data for the test was gathered using flight simulator and off-the-shelf eye-tracker.
The eye tracker and aircraft dynamics were synchronised to provide a more com-
plete picture of how the pilot controls the aircraft in high stress cases. Statistical
analysis of experimental data was carried out to see correlations between the
stick deflection levels and eye gaze positions. The tests were conducted using an
engineering flight simulator called the Future Systems Simulator. The rig is a
flexible aircraft systems simulator platform for the development of intelligent,
integrated aerospace technologies. It is a test-bed for a wide variety technologies
impacting today’s aircraft and future aircraft concepts. The tests were carried
out using the mathematical model of a regular business jet.
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Fig. 1. Diagram showing the pilot-aircraft control loop.

The Pupil Labs’ Pupil Core has been used for tracking eye movements. It
includes a pair of glasses with a camera pointing towards where the wearer is
looking and a second camera tracking the eyeball movement. Figure 2 presents
the calibration process and the general eye-tracker setup. During the calibration
the world frame, which is the wearer field of view, is defined. The red lines
indicate the point of view of the world camera, while blue lines show the eye-
camera video transmission. After calibration, a dedicated software is able to
visualise the point where the test subject is looking at. Recording allows the
software to create the normalised fixation positions in the world frame [13].
Fixations are a group of gaze positions focused on one point at a given time
frame [6]. The Pupil Labs’ Pupil Capture application allows the user to specify
Areas Of Interest (AOIs). By attaching the AprilTags on the viewing range of
the front-facing eye-tracker camera and defining the surface between them in
the software two AOIs could be specified: PFD (marked by four AprilTags in
Figure 3) and the outside window view. These are two aspects that affect pilot’s
decision making [12]. With eye-tracking technology some limitations still exist
regarding the collection and analysis of eye-tracking data. This is discussed in
the results & analysis part.

2.2 Scenario

The test case used in this study is the offset-landing task as shown in Figure
4. The pilot/test subject is given control of the aircraft in the final stages of
the landing phase and he/she is required to correct for the lateral offset from
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Fig. 2. Eye-tracker setup.

Fig. 3. Pilot’s perspective and example fixation (here: the pilot is looking on the outside
of the window).
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the runway centreline and the glide path angle change that results from the
manoeuvre. Hence, the pilot is required to make inputs in pitch, roll, and throttle
to attain the desired trajectory of the aircraft. This task is classified as a high
workload scenario due to the need for manoeuvring the aircraft close to the
ground. Furthermore, the stress level of the task can be increased by reducing the
distance from the runway, at which the pilot is allowed to execute the S-shaped
manoeuvre. This task is commonly used for the handling qualities assessment
of flight control systems, where the feedback from the pilot is captured on a
Cooper-Harper rating scale (CHR) [4]. It should be noted that for the tests
conducted in this study, the Auto-throttle functionality was enabled so as to
eliminate the need for the pilot to focus on airspeed management. Hence, during
the task the pilots need only focus on lateral offset distance correction and glide
path angle capture and maintenance. The aircraft was also configured for landing
with flaps and landing gear deployed, which eliminated the need for a pilot to
get accustomed to the touch-screen based flaps and landing gear levers and any
influence this might have on their behaviour. The pilots were also given a flight
time in the simulator beforehand to familiarise themselves with the simulator’s
PFD and the sidestick sensitivity.

The experimental parameters for this offset-landing task are δ - the distance
from the runway at which the pilot is allowed to execute the sidestep manoeuvre
and ∆ - the lateral offset distance from the runway centreline to the position of
the aircraft before the manoeuvre. The initial altitude of the aircraft was deter-
mined using the longitudinal distance (δ) to the runway and a desirable glide
slope angle of 3◦. Here, in these tests the offset distance from the runway centre-
line was fixed at 416 metres which corresponds to the lateral distance between
two parallel runways at the test airport. Hence, the pilot was in short conduct-
ing a switch from the right-hand side runway to the left-hand side runway. The
two values of δ chosen for this study were 4 and 2 nautical miles (nm). These
distances were chosen to reflect a moderate workload and a high workload sce-
nario respectively. These distances were established through an initial handling
qualities assessment of this offset landing test with varying values of δ and then
capturing the feedback from the pilots on the CHR scale [4]. From these tests it
was revealed that for δ = 4 nm, the rating from the pilot was a ”3” on the CHR
scale which corresponds to the desired performance being achieved with mini-
mal pilot compensation. For the longitudinal distance, δ = 2 nm, the rating on
the CHR scale was a ”5” which corresponds to considerable pilot compensation
being required for achieving adequate performance. Hence, δ = 4 and δ = 2 nm
were chosen to signify a moderate and high workload scenarios respectively along
with a straight-ahead landing without the S-shaped manoeuvre as the baseline.

2.3 Test subjects

For the purpose of this test two pilots were asked to carry out the baseline and
two offset landings. One of them was a line pilot who flies business jets on a
regular basis with 4000 hours of total flying time. The second pilot was a test
pilot with significantly more experience on different types of aircraft and flight
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Fig. 4. Plan view of the offset-landing task.
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simulators: 3000 total flying hours on over 50 different aircraft types. Because of
this he was able to notice more aspects of a flight in a new environment which
made his flight pattern noticeably different.

2.4 Data curation

Two sets of data were gathered during each test: one from the eye-tracker and
the other from the flight simulator. The first one, concerning the eye gaze fixa-
tions, consists of timestamp, fixations’ x and y position and fixation duration.
The latter includes flight dynamics data, from which the simulation time, glide
angle (γ), longitudinal and lateral stick deflection (pitch and roll input) and
aircraft’s position and altitude are used for analysis. Two ways of data synchro-
nisation were taken into account: distance from the airport and fixed time from
the touchdown moment. The pilot’s behaviour changes depend on whether the
aircraft is on the ground or in the air. Because of that and since the time it
takes to get from the starting point (which was identical for all the trials) to
the landing point is slightly different for each flight, the second method was
chosen. Thus, to synchronise the data, all recordings have been cut to end at
the touchdown time tTD and begin 180 seconds before it. This allowed for the
correlation of the simulation inputs and outputs with the eye-tracker data. This
time duration included the offset manoeuvre for each test/scenario. The data
has been processed using MATLABR© software.

3 Results

For the initial trials the authors had a test pilot as a subject. Preliminary results
of these trials have shown that during the offset landing the pilot was looking
outside the cockpit for 82% of the simulation time, making it the most critical
element of the pilot’s field of view. In the main tests the authors decided to focus
on the correlation between eye-tracking data and simulation data. Moreover,
some differences of the line and test pilots’ behaviour were noticed.

Figures 5 and 6 show the spatial distribution of fixation positions for line pi-
lot and test pilot respectively. It is evident that both pilots were looking outside
the aircraft’s window for the majority of time for all three landings. However,
the major difference is the focus of the fixations: the test pilot has a dispersed
scanning pattern. He is moving his gaze more often and monitoring more ele-
ments during the flight. Figures 7 and 8 present the temporal distribution of
fixation points’ position in Y axis, as this was the variable used to specify the
outside window/PFD threshold.

The difference in Window/PFD threshold occurs due to the eye-tracker cal-
ibration being specific to each pilot. It was evaluated by assessing the video
recording and scatter plot showing the fixations’ positions. Due to the limita-
tion in the eye-tracker accuracy, both in terms of calibration and resolution,
it was not possible to distinguish specific PFD elements that pilot was looking
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Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of fixation points for the line pilot.
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Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of fixation points for the test pilot.
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Fig. 7. Temporal distribution of fixation points’ position on Y axis for the line pilot.
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Fig. 8. Temporal distribution of fixation points’ position on Y axis for the test pilot.

at, such as airspeed or altitude indicators. However, the gathered data provides
insight into the main differences between the test subjects.

Next difference between the pilots was that, with each landing being more
stressful, behaviour of each pilot was changing differently - the line pilot preferred
to look more outside the window, while the test pilot was focusing more on the
PFD, although in total it was still less than the line pilot, as shown in Figure 9.

Figures 10, 11 and 12 present the flight dynamics data from the simulator
combined with pilot’s AOI fixation gaze. The flight dynamic parameters consists
of the aircraft’s glide path angle γ (which is the landing approach angle with
a −3◦ target), longitudinal and lateral stick deflection (pitch and roll input,
ranging from -1 to 1 for each axis), and ∆ - the aircraft’s offset distance from
the runway’s centreline. A fixation location above the threshold corresponds to
the pilot’s attention being allocated outside the cockpit and a value below the
threshold corresponds to their attention fixated on the PFD.

For the baseline test (Figure 10), it can be seen that the line pilot’s pitch
inputs have much higher gain/amplitude compared to the test pilot. As a con-
sequence, the test pilot was closer to the target of −3◦ throughout the landing
unlike the line pilot who’s γ had more fluctuations before the flare. Figure 10
also shows the subplot with roll inputs for both pilots. From this it can be seen
that the test pilot makes more small amplitude-refining inputs compared to the
line pilot and is also able to maintain a smaller offset error from the runway
throughout. From the subplot of the fixation location, the test pilot makes a
slightly more frequent switches between allocating attention to the PFD and
outside the cockpit compared to the test pilot.

Figure 11 shows the different parameters for the 4 nm offset test. The similar
observation seen in pitch inputs of baseline test can be seen here as well, i.e.
the line pilot has larger amplitude inputs. In this test the roll inputs of the
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Fig. 9. Percentage arrangement of fixation focus for each pilot during each test flight.

test pilot are much larger in amplitude compared to the line pilot. Hence, the
test pilot executes the necessary manoeuvre more aggressively compared to the
line pilot. The test pilot in this test, similar to the baseline test, also switches
focus between PFD and outside cockpit more often than the line pilot. Figure
12 shows the same data but for the 2 nm offset test. Here pitch inputs of larger
magnitude of the line pilot are observed again like in the previous tests. However,
unlike the previous tests, the roll inputs of the line pilot become higher in the
amplitude and the offset distance error trend for both pilots is very similar.
From the fixation location subplot of Figure 12, it can be seen that the line pilot
keeps his attention fixed to the outside of the cockpit in the last minute before
touchdown. As a consequence of this, his accuracy in maintaining the glide path
angle is worse compared to the test pilot as observed in the γ subplot.

Table 1 shows the root mean squares (RMS) values of pitch and roll inputs
made by the pilots for the different tests. The RMS value was calculated to gain
an insight into how active the pilots were at the controls for each of tests. The
test pilot’s activity at the controls was lower compared to the line pilot for all
three tests in both pitch and roll commands. It can also be observed that as the
test becomes more stressful both pilots increase their activity at the controls.

This high gain nature of the line pilot is also evident in Figure 13 which
categorises the stick movements on whether the pilot was looking at the PFD or
outside the window while the input was made. Figure 14 shows the same plot
for the test pilot. These Figures were generated for the most stressful of the
three tests, i.e. test C (2 nm offset). When the pilot is focused on the outside
view while making the input it can be inferred that the pilot is looking at the
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Fig. 10. Longitudinal normalised eye gaze position synchronised with simulator data
for both pilots during the baseline landing.

Pitch Input RMS Roll Input RMS

Baseline 4nm 2nm Baseline 4nm 2nm

Line Pilot 0.09 0.09 0.19 0.08 0.12 0.17

Test Pilot 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.1

Table 1. RMS values of pitch and roll inputs during each test for both types of pilots.
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Fig. 11. Longitudinal normalised eye gaze position synchronised with simulator data
for both pilots during the 4-nm offset landing.
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Fig. 13. Stick movements categorised according to line pilot’s fixation position for the
2nm test.
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Fig. 14. Stick movements categorised according to test pilot’s fixation position for the
2nm test.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of input type distribution for line pilot and test pilot for all three
tests.

runway and aiming at touchdown point. Hence, the inputs made by the pilots
in these instances are for gross capture. In contrast, when the pilots are looking
at the PFD, they are trying to control and maintain their glide slope angle to
an ideal value. Hence, the inputs made in these instances are for the fine/precise
capture of the glide slope angle. From both these Figures it can be seen that
the majority of the inputs made by both the pilots are gross capture inputs.
Furthermore, the majority of their fine capture inputs are purely longitudinal.
This is expected as the flight path vector and vertical speed readings on the PFD
are the only cues that determine the aicraft’s glide slope angle. From Figure 14
it is also clear that the test pilot has executed high gain roll inputs while his
gaze was fixed on the PFD. As the PFD doesn’t give information to the pilot
about the offset distance, it can be inferred that the test pilot in these instances
was multi-tasking by correcting the offset through a roll input while monitoring
the glide slope angle at the same time. Hence, the Figures suggest that the test
pilot might be more comfortable with multi-tasking compared to the line pilot.

Figure 15 shows the input type distribution for both the pilots and all three
of the tests conducted. It is interesting to note that as the landing scenario
becomes more stressful, the line pilot tends to increase their gross capture inputs
compared to their baseline landing, while the test pilot’s fine capture inputs
increase in the same situation.
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4 Conclusions & further work

In this paper the authors present a detailed analysis of the data collected over
the entire test program. The analysis focuses on developing an understanding the
pilot attention allocation in high workload scenarios and therefore, provides an
understanding of the pilot’s adopted control strategy. The Eye-tracking fixations’
data gathered was correlated with the flight simulator output. The differences
and similarities between the line pilot and test pilot were observed. The further
analysis may use the heatmaps within AOIs to distinguish specific elements that
the pilot focuses on (airspeed, altitude etc.) and develop an information usage
profile. This in turn will allow the proposition of new display setups and inceptors
to reduce workload. In the future more pilots may be involved as a test subjects
to give more significance (and possibly variance dependable on a pilot’s previous
experience) to the gathered data. Moreover, different scenarios, such as air-to-air
refuelling or path following will be considered along.
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